
The Memo dated1949 that set out the hours of Keystation operation until 24 hour 
service began circa 1984



The memo dated March 24,1949 was signed by Ron Hook (Radio Engineer) and sent to 
Department of Natural Resources and Industry Development Keystations of Prince 
Albert and La Ronge.  This memo outlines the hours of operation of the Keystations 
through out the year. This memo was the “authority” which was in effect until 24 hour 
operation began circa 1984. It also names the radio stations that were to send in
weather reports directly to, or via La Ronge (XLB51) to Prince Albert (XLB50), to be 
forwarded by telephone. The reporting radio stations were at Ile-a-la-Crosse, Lac La 
Ronge, Cumberland House, South End, Pelican Narrows, Bittern Creek, Cree Lake, 
Wollaston Lake, Snake Lake (Pinehouse), Beaver Lake, Sled Lake and Stony Rapids.

This memo turned the Keystations into two man stations open 7 days a week, 365 days 
a year. The operators worked 7 days on and 7 days off. Prince Albert Operators worked 
Saturday to Friday shift while La Ronge worked Monday to Sunday shift. This 
arrangement worked for 35 years.

May 1 to September 15 the hours originally were 7:00 am to 7:00 pm for many years 
until the collective agreement (Union) shortened the 40 hour week. ( in the ‘70’s ??)





This part of the memo reveals that The Saskatchewan Fish Board paid a flat yearly rate 
so Operators didn’t have to bill for their traffic. The same applied for Department of 
Natural Resources and RCMP calls and messages.

The next section relates to priority of traffic which is still in effect today. There is also the 
disclaimer as to delayed or non delivery of messages due to uncontrollable factors. The 
strength in the radio system was even during bad static or poor signals, someone could 
usually pass on emergency messages from station to station like moccasin telegraph. 

The last paragraph refers to aircraft position reports of the SGA aircraft. The aircraft had 
to call in at specific times and/or locations and the position report forwarded to Prince 
Albert. At times SGA had many aircraft reporting in so this became a large part of the 
Radio Operators workload until SGA developed its own radio network in later years.





This last page tells the Keystations to send in a month end “Traffic Report” in triplicate. 
This meant using two pages of “carbon paper” and really hitting those typewriter keys 
hard. There were no photocopiers in those days.
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